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A WORD
FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Over the last 12 months REACHA has continued to
take up need based, people and community centric
social change projects with emphasis on impact and
sustainability.
It
further
strengthened
its
partnership with Indian Army in Kashmir as well as
its CSR partners in the region - ONGC and Genpact /
Nasscom Foundation. The key effort has been to
focus on quality outcomes from our training
program and also on livelihood enhancement for
women engaged in Self Help Groups. This year was
filled with tough times for project implementation
due to lockdowns and internet blockage because of
security concerns arising out of Abrogation of
Article 370 in August 2019, followed by Covid-19
pandemic that began in February - March 2020.
However, our staff and team of trainers did their
best and fully supported the army in its efforts to
bring about development and peace in the valley
even during these times.
We also successfully completed our primary school project with REC Foundation at Atraulia,
Azamgarh. The learning outcomes achieved positive feedback and Uttar Pradesh Education
Department endorsed the Impact Assessment Report that was presented to them. There
have been important learnings for REACHA from this initiative and I hope we can imbibe
these to further improve our efforts in the field of primary education.
Our team has initiated a number of new potential partnership conversations and I am
hopeful that some of these will also shape up into new projects within FY20-21.
My sincere thanks to all our CSR partners, donors and well wishers, and best wishes to the
entire REACHA team!

SRI J C PANT (IAS RETD.)
Chairman
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A WORD
FROM THE
CHIEF DEVELOPMENT OFFICER
REACHA has today evolved as a prominent player
in the development sector space. We are
partnering governments, corporates, civil societies
and local communities across the length and
breadth of the country. Our project interventions
are need based, collaborative and co-created.
Compliance with Impact remains at the core of our
deliveries.i
Last year we took a significant step by becoming
members of the UN Global Compact Network India
(UNGCNI) and thereby reinforced our commitment
to
work
towards
achieving
Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
As part of the Decade of Action - 2020 - 2030 - we
continue to be innovative in design, delivery and
reporting of our projects.
REACHA shall continue to forge impactful
partnerships in order to achieve its Vision and
Mission.
I would like to sincerely thank all our donors, CSR
partners, Civil Society partners and most of all
local communities that lie at the very core of our
work and purpose.

NIKHIL PANT

Chief Development Officer
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The following were elected by consensus as the office bearers of the National
Governing Board (NGB) of REACHA for the year 2019-20 in its last AGM on 22nd
September 2019:
OFFICE BEARERS
Sri J.C.Pant (IAS Retd.)
Dr. (Mrs) Abha Pant
Sri V.P.Singh (IFS, Retd.)
Capt. V.K.Pandey

Chairman
Vice-Chairperson
Executive Director
Treasurer

MEMBERS:
Dr. S.L. Seth
Sri R. C. Mittal
Sri Aakash Khandelwal (Beas Education Society, Amritsar) Sri Lalit Pant
Smt Ruchi Pant
Dr. Haresh Gupta
Sri Nikhil Pant, Principal Consultant & Chief Development Officer, REACHA,
manages the NGB Office, Accounts, Audits, HR, and drives all REACHA projects
and programmes, along with developing partnerships and networking for
funding REACHA projects and programmes.
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REACHA

ABOUT US

We are a voluntary organization registered under the Societies Registration Act,
1860, within the jurisdiction of NCT of Delhi, India since March 1992 primarily
working towards building a meaningful bridge between the governmental systems
on one hand and the disorganized mass of the people on the other hand. We
believe that it's necessary to create an institution that can ‘reach-out’ to the masses
and enable them to empower themselves with knowledge, know-how and the will
to bring about positive change in their lives. Over a period of time, we devised our
own programs and the delivery methodologies based on local needs, customs, and
traditions. Our main domains have been agriculture, rural development, health and
family welfare, and education.
For the sake of a larger national interest, selfless inter-sharing of knowledge is
acknowledged as one of the most powerful tools and with the help of it, we are
progressing towards our goal step by step along with our partners. With the
globalization of the economy and the progressively receding role of the public
sector even in genuine and essential functions of governance, a golden opportunity
for the emergence of real peoples’ power seems to be visible on the horizon. By
walking hand in hand with the people of our country we are progressing forward
every day and with each step are getting closer to our goal of progressive
development for everyone.
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MISSION
Our mission is to deliver a high impact on human
development sectors like education, health, skilling
of youth, women’s empowerment, etc.
Organizational Objective is to reach out to the
masses, be with them, hear from them about their
needs, and thereupon develop and implement
sustainable models of socio-economic growth and
development, through a participatory process.
The prime objective is local development in harmony
with aspirations of beneficiaries, and in tandem with
the mandate of the State.

Methodology
Each of our intervention seeks community partnership
in a deep-dive effort so that locals are heard, they
decide and implement for their own good. REACHA, as
an implementation agency, becomes a knowledge
partner, a facilitator, that gets all stakeholders
together, including the local government as well.
Models of intervention are co-created and then
implemented in a participatory manner, with
beneficiaries being their own evaluators – for progress,
growth, and transformation. Special effort is laid on
community ownership so that work that starts
continues and local people take up the project as part
of their own development.
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REACHA

AREAS OF INTEREST
Across india
Uttar
Pradesh
Jammu and
Kashmir
Cell for
Livelihood
Enhancement
Drug DeAddiction
Fashion Design
Training
Hospitality and
Retail Training
Porta Cabin
Classrooms
Music & Culture

REC Learn Project

Bengaluru
Tie up with Saathiya
Institute under
Genpact/Nasscom
foundation program
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
YEAR
REC LEARN Atraulia Project
Women Empowerment - 75 women trained, 10-15
of them qualified CTET and NET (Government)
LEARN project based Methodology - Adopted by 75
schools due to its high impact and good results
Impact Assessment was acknowledged by the
government /its Education Department

Training and Placements Milestones
60 Women Trained for Fashion Design Skills; Most
gained in livelihoods/family earninigs
Retail and Hospitality - 300 students trained and
50-60% placed
Drug De-Addiction Project - More than 800 people
counselled and helped with rehabilitation upto
March 2020

Porta Cabin
2 classrooms built since there was space shortage
Classroom 1 - Art and Culture Program
Classroom 2 - Self Help Group
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
YEAR
Self Help Group Development - Stalls
Women Self Help Group stalls in Genpact, Gurgaon
and Bengaluru events raised INR 1,65,000 through
selling their self made products
Products with different designs like embroidery
were sold by Yasmeena and her team
Leading to enhancement of entrepreneurship
opportunities for Jammu and Kashmir people

Saathiya - Advanced Skills Training
12 students trained under Saathiya, Bangalore
based Institute
Advanced hospitality training was given to enhance
their skills
Students were placed at Bangalore and Chennai

KOJO - Self Help Groups
Under Livelihood Enhancement cell by Genpact, open
source learning environment Kojo was introduced in
Kashmir.
T-Shirts, Mugs and Key-rings were made and sold as
part of this effort by SHGs; designs were made through
kojo coding by school children from Uttarakhand
under guidance of Kojo Founder Lalit Pant
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE
YEAR
Planning ahead - new explorations
DIAGEO Project: Skill Development Project explored in Assam
Smart Goan: Collaboration with Smart Gaon Development
foundation in Madhya Pradesh for the betterment of the villages.
IBM: SkillBuild program for pan India deployment
TITAN: Design Impact Movement pan India
HCL, NHPC, REC and many other CSR's have been proposed for
different locations - Kashmir valley, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand
etc.

Multiple Donor SUPPORT
We have always believed in working for the betterment of
society and this was possible only due to the support of
our donors who trusted us in building a better future for
the people.
ONGC, REC Foundation, Genpact/Nasscom Foundation
and many more have supported us in driving our efforts
to make the dreams of the people come true.
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FASHION DESIGN
training
Fashion Design course was started in
Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir with the aim
to create vocational opportunities to
strengthen the socio-economic conditions of
women by empowering them through
improving their skills which can further be
used for self employment and better
livelihood. The two main skills taught under
this course are Fashion Designing and Cutting
and Sewing. Fashion Design was chosen
for the program as it was a in demand, and
there was a market according to the survey
conducted. Also, Kashmir is well known for
its local work on apparel.

ting, cutting and

wing machines otor
finish simple
ts and children
ng buttonholes,
tc.
Women within the age group of 16-35 years
were trained in this program. Furthermore,
economically backward women from rural
areas were also identified for this specially
designed skills training program. For a time
duration of six months, the women were
trained in the area in which they honed
many skills.
Many class activities and workshops were
conducted to ensure the enrolled women
can get as much practical experience as
possible so that when they enter the market
they are ready to face it.
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The curriculum is set down according to
the present market as laid down by
ASSOCHAM so that eventually women
who are trained can design and develop
fashion products that can sell in the
market – thereby enhancing their family
incomes.
One of the major obstacles faced was
abrogation of Article 370 due to which
there was a communication clampdown
in the valley by the government.
However, slowly, with innovative efforts
our team in consultation with Indian
Army and local staff efforts pushed up
attendance and enrollments. This was
possible as our team along with ONGC
and Army worked
together on the front
to help the people of
Baramulla. Regular
monitoring visits
were conducted by
us to ensure progress
of the project.
Embroidery work
by a student
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Main Objectives
Empowering women by giving
them vocational skills that are
easy to learn and implement in
Jammu and Kashmir.
Facilitating
their
family’s
livelihood enhancement – by
getting these women to take up
jobs or be self-employed.
Weaning women
and their family
members away
from terrorism.
Main-streaming
Kashmiri
families
into the
national
ion
Fash
gn
fabric.
i
s
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Letters from the students
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Letters from the students
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Hospitality AND Retail sales
training
Our skill set needs to be enhanced as the
world is progressing so as to keep up
with the needs of the market. This
project was launched to create vocational
opportunities
for the disadvantaged
communities in villages and urban areas
of Baramulla by developing livelihood
skills, in consonance with market needs
and demands, and prepare them to face
new economic challenges. A project
survey was conducted and according to it
the focus was put on boys and girls of age
group 18-35 years. Each batch contains 30
students and they are trained for 70-75
days to develop skills and get them ready
to enter the market. The training
curriculum has been designed especially
with the emphasis on aligning it with
market requirements and NSDC (National
Skill Development Corporation) so that
the training is meaningful with a clear
objective of placement as its objective.
Trainees gained
a
reasonable command
Vocational
over the four basic
Domain
skills
which are
essentially needed in
English
our day to day life
Training
while
working.
Regular interactions
Life
with parents was
Skills
maintained
by
keeping
them
updated about the
Computer
progress status of
Skills
their
children.
ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20
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This project has impacted positively the
lives of many youth of Baramulla in a
significant manner by providing them an
opportunity for empowerment through
gainful
employment-related
skill
development and placement. In addition
to the regular training schedule, they are
also counseled on issues related to
mental health, hygiene, job placement etc.
to condition and prepare them for future
years. Many sessions were conducted
throughout the project on various topics
like placements, skill set requirement, etc.
Peer mentoring is a powerful tool, and
this was suitably utilized by our team to
get the energy and momentum back after
the abrogation of Article 370. Sageer and
Tanzeel, two of our Hospitality students
now working in Bangalore spent 7-10
days in Chinar, helping the staff and
students. Their giving back exemplifies
the fighting spirit of Kashmiri youth who
are getting empowered with ONGC and
Army support under extremely difficult
circumstances. At the end of
the
program, exams were conducted under
the supervision of NSDC officials.
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LIVELIHOOD

Through training
People
Placed

Motivational SESSION by Mr. Mueezu
Mehraj (Sr. hr Manager, genpact)

42

Hospitality

38

Retail

Guest Lecture ON FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
1 Jan 2020

Retail EXAMINATION
4 MARCH 2020
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Heart to Heart
Conversations
Ms. Nighat Kareem, joined Chinar 9
Jawan Club as a trainer for
Computer and English speaking
skills in the Hospitality and Retail
Training Project in 2017. She said
that throughout this program a vast
change in the mindset of the youth
has been seen. Students have
become more confident to seek
placements outside Kashmir, and to
explore new opportunities as their
knowledge and perspective about
hospitality and retail sector has
broadened with the training. Along
with
the
training,
counseling
sessions are also helping the
students clear their doubts about
how they can shape careers paths.
Due to pandemic, the whole team faced a lot of issues in the mobilization of new
students as well as in the completion of the courses of the earlier batches. She stated
that a lot of discussion was done as to how classes can be conducted without further loss
in studies. They came up with WhatsApp classes. This mode of studying could not work
out for some as there were internet connectivity issues. As a result the study material
was also provided to students through SMS. This helped in boosting the morale of
students as they were quite happy with reinstatement of learning.

Ms. Nighat Kareem
Trainer for Computer and English skills
Chinar 9 Jawan Club
Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir
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Heart to Heart
Conversations
Mr. Wahid joined Chinar 9 Jawan
Club two years ago as Hospitality
Trainer. Hospitality industry in a
structured manner is quite new in
Kashmir so initially students were
not aware about it and were
hesitant to join the program. Their
knowledge was restricted and they
had no clue about departments like
admin and HR. One of the first tasks
we faced were to spread awareness
among people and then gradually
students enrolled in the program. A
lot of our students got placed in
Kashmir itself since REACHA has tie
ups with The Lalit, Vedanta, etc. A
few of our students also got
placed in Bengaluru, Chandigarh

and Chennai. Another problem we faced on this project was that initially girls were
hesitant to join this sector. when we started encouraging them to aim for a career in
airlines - crew members. With time around fifteen girls have now been enrolled in the
program. During Covid-19 pandemic we have started online classes and for those who
don't have smartphone telephonic classes are being held.

Mr. Wahid
Hospitality Trainer
Chinar 9 Jawan Club
Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir
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Letters from the students
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Letters from the students
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DRUG DE-ADDICTION
project
In today's world, Drug abuse has increased
manifold, affecting a lot of individuals as
well as their families. This program was
launched in Baramulla, Jammu and
Kashmir, under Indian Army supervision, to
counter the drug abuse done by young
people, mainly in the age group of 14-25
years. The main aim of the program is to
dissuade youth from drug usage and make
them aware of drug abuse so that they can
lead a healthy and drug-free life which also
helps them to play a constructive role in
the betterment of society.
About 800 young women and men who were
affected and addicted to various kinds of
drugs and alcohol were helped in this
project through counselling sessions. Along
with the awareness about medical harm of
drug usage they were also made to
understand the socio-economic harm
which is associated with drugs. The main
objectives of the program were:

Prevention and treatment of
drug usage
Making people aware
of drug abuse and its effect
on the livelihood
Counseling sessions to help
Combat drug addiction
Skills to prevent Overdoses
All this was made possible as ONGC
and the Indian Army at Baramulla
helped our team towards achieving the
dream of drug free society for the
betterment of the people.

Many seminars and workshops were
conducted throughout the program. Some
of them were conducted in schools like
Kendriya Vidyalaya, Jawahar Navodaya
Vidyalya Shakoot Baramulla etc., where
students were made aware of Mental and
educational stress along with Drug abuse and
Domestic violence.
During the first week of August 2019, when
Article 370 of the Indian Constitution was
abrogated, the situation became quite
sensitive but still during that time our
team remained dedicated to the
people in need and around 50
youth were counseled to reach
our goal of a drug-free society.

800
People
Helped

On Children's Day, a special
workshop was held where
children were made aware
about drug abuse so that
when they enter their
teenage years they are
more aware about their
life choices.

14-25
Age
Group
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Drug awareness
IN SHOTS

Kendriya Vidyalya Seminar
2 Aug 2019
Well Future Tuition Centre Noorbagh
22 Jan 2020

Discussion with REACHA Team
Kandi Initiative For Peace AND
Development Lagama Uri
28 Jan 2020
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Heart to Heart
Conversations

Aim is to let people know that they
are not alone in the way they are
feeling at this point in time, and one
should never lose hope.

Ms. Aarifa, a senior counselor, joined REACHA
team in 2019. She is the first female
counselor in the Drug De-addiction program
at Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir.
It was tough to see our very own people in
the locality go through a lot of mental trauma
and stress, with little awareness regarding
mental health. Most of the time this concern
was ignored. But, one cannot keep ignoring
forever and hence the introduction of the
Drug De-Addiction (DDC) program helped in
putting light over this sensitive topic.
We started spreading awareness among
people about mental health and counseling
sessions were also started. Many seminars
were conducted in various schools, colleges,
and localities to make people aware of
mental health. As people were starting to get
comfortable around this area, the pandemic
hit, which increased anxiety in a lot of people.
So to cope up with that we also started online
counseling sessions. Many different methods
like Motivational Enhancement Therapy,
Cognitive Behaviour therapy are being used
to help.

Ms. Aarifa
Senior Counsellor for DDC Program
Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir
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Counseling CASE Story

During the onset of COVID-19 from February/March 2020
onwards, a lot of people started experiencing difficulties - not
only physically but also mentally..
An 18 year old female started experiencing adverse effect on
her mental health due to COVID-19. She asked for counselling
session where she stated that she has had daily weeping
spells, anxiety, restlessness, fatigue, virus related worries and
insecurities. She was avoiding anyone from outside her home
due to fear of contagion, and low mood.
The counselor noticed that the three pertinent symptoms pf
depression were present namely, low mood, loss of interest,
and low energy. So an intervention was made and she was
provided help by various different methods of counselling like
Talk therapy, Psychotherapy, and Reassurance. A care plan was
also developed where her diet intake and physical health was
monitored.
After Psychotherapy, Family Counselling and Talk Therapy the
patient started showing significant improvement in her mood.
Sleeping problem was also overcome with the help of
breathing exercises. Now the patient is studying well, and a lot
of improvement has been seen in her behavior.

ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20
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PORTA CABIN
classrooms

With the success achieved at Chinar 9
Jawan Club, Baramulla Indian Army
requested ONGC to set up more
classrooms. Fabrication of two more
Porta Cabin classrooms was done by our
team to expand the scope of the program
and for the betterment of training
facilities. The two classrooms built were
of sizes 20x20 feet and 20x15 feet. Porta
cabins were designed with the most
optimum solutions as they were being
constructed for a severe climate of
Baramulla. Some of the features were:
Require no foundation
Corrosion resistant and durable
Thermal insulated
All electrical facility in-house
High resistance to severe weather
conditions
Some
obstacles
like
material
transportation and inspection were faced
when Article 370 was abrogated but we
were able to complete the whole work
including installation by 25th November
2019 as per Army deadlines.
ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20

The first classroom's main
Classroom
objective is to provide
space for Self Help Group
1
accommodation so that
women who were
trained in Fashion Design program can set
up their equipment and start producing
products for sale. This classroom is also
being used for training more women in
Fashion Designing.

The second classroom was
planned with the objective of Cla
ssroom\
being used for new training
2
program with ONGC support
- the recently started
Music and Culture classes are being held
there. The objective of this program is to
encourage talent in the youth, train them
in music and help them in forming a music
band. This band can perform at Army events
and local community events to generate
incremental income.
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BUILDING OF CLASSROOMS
A BRIEF TIMELINE
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT And
LIVELIHOOD project
With support from Genpact and NASSCOM Foundation, we are
working towards livelihood enhancement of local communities
through Skill Development and market linkages - main objectives
being:

1000

youth trained
since 2016

Provide youth with an opportunity to contribute to family
income in a sustained manner
Livelihood enhancement of local communities
Mainstream youth into the national fabric
Keep youth busy and engaged, and thus out of conflict
activities
Develop the socio-economic ethos, giving direction and
dreams to the youth of Kashmir in alignment with national
development agenda

100

ent
nrollm
new e
370
Article
after
n
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Mobilization
of Youth

Training
And
Skills
Livelihood
Enhancement

Feedback
Follow Up
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Self Help
Groups

Empowered by providing equipment and
seed fund. Opportunity to collaborate
and

work

and

solve

problems

and

motivate members.
Uplift

their

living

conditions

through

the

underlining principle of thrift, credit and self
help. Mobilize their individual resources for
collective economic development

Common funds used to give small loans
to needy members. Money generated
from sale of products used to fund
other SHGs, hence resulting in spiraling
success.
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Training
And
Placement

12 youths were selected for Saathiya, a
residential vocational training center in
Bengaluru, for Hospitality in Food and
Beverage (F&B) Service.
Training for 3 months; On the Job Training (OJT)
for the next 3 months in standard hotels.
Training mostly comprises of practical classes,
sessions

on

counselling,

yoga,

meditation,

12

Students
Selected

grooming, and English conversation.
7 out of 12 students are in jobs, on OJT
or in the market actively looking for
placements

thus

disengaged

from

militancy narratives and misguidance.
Mentoring students to help them adjust in
different

socio-cultural

environment.

The

exposure strengthens their commitment to learn
and earn in the F&B industry and make them
role models for students in the Centre.
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Heart to Heart
Conversations
Hard work pays
She was part of Hospitality training; has been
selected for job at the Grand Hotel Lalit,
Srinagar.

Bashir
a
y
i
r
a
M

I want to thank Indian Army and ONGC for
providing an ideal platform to empower
the unemployed youth. I also want to
extend my thanks and regards towards
Genpact, NF and REACHA for the training
and scholarship which helped me complete
the OJT and get a job.

Failure feeds learning!
She was a Fashion Design student who ran a
successful boutique. When it failed due to
uncertainties in the valley, she became a trainer
at the Genpact/NF supported Livelihood Cell and
is now training other women. Her ability to nevergive-up is an inspiration.

I started singlehandedly, and I taught
other girls who want to be
independent. My parents are proud
of my efforts.

ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20
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Heart to Heart
Conversations

Working with REACHA was
an incredibly insightful
experience. It gave me an
opportunity to understand
the complexities of
developmental issues in
conflict zones and solve for
them. REACHA’s teams in
Delhi and Kashmir are full of
zeal and grit and it was a
delight to work with
everyone, not to mention the
passionate army officers who
puts in a whole lot more to
keep the project live and
running. It has been a
remarkable journey and I
hope to have the opportunity
to work together again in the
future.”

Over a one year engagement with REACHA as a Consultant through
Genpact Social Impact Fellowship, Sanjana helped design Monitoring &
Evaluation processes for REACHA’s flagship project in Kashmir. Impact
measurement was a challenge for this project as it was different from a
normal skilling program as the end goal is not just to skill and employ
youth, but also to dissuade youth from engaging in anti-national
activities. The MIS system she developed helps not only in measuring the
performance of CHINAR 9JAWAN CLUB, but also captures qualitative
metrics including aspirations of the youth skilled so that REACHA can
successfully measure long term impact that is being created in the
community and the youth of Baramulla. Additionally, she also helped in
designing a business model that would transform CHINAR as an
incubator for developing enterprises through SHGs - which has the
potential not only to provide self-employability to its members, but also
aspire to give jobs to others as their scale of ops increases.
Sanjana Jayakrishnan is an alumni of India Fellow Social Leadership
Program, Sanjana Jayakrishnan has a total of nine years of experience,
latter half of which she spent working with grassroots women’s
collectives, during which she also cofounded a non-profit – ‘WISE’
working towards economic empowerment of women. Her technical
background in mechanical engineering and work experience in corporate
environment urges her to use systems thinking to re-engineer processes
to increase performance efficiency of non-profit organizations.
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Ms. Sanjana Jayakrishnan
Genpact Social Impact Fellowship
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Cultural Values and personality
development project
backstory of why this project idea was chosen
The armed conflict in Kashmir valley has led to the demise and displacement of people,
destruction of infrastructure, and crumbling of support systems, etc. The impact of this
on social-economic dynamics has been devastating, putting into challenge the survival,
development, health, and overall well-being of Kashmiri communities across the valley.
This has led to social disorder, disorganization, educational backwardness, physical and
mental health deterioration, mass psychological depression, helplessness and an overall
degenerated of cultural moorings. The most alarming aspect of the conflict is that
prominent victims of violence during the last two decades have been the youth. They
are targets, perpetrators as well as survivors of conflict. As their childhood was lost in
the incidents of armed conflict, they could not be socialized in the proper cultural and
religious ethos of Kashmir – often referred to as Kashmiriat. Almost all main sources of
entertainment were restricted or blocked by terrorists or militancy linked separatist
groups. Many prominent faces of culture and music were also lost in between the
sounds of bullets and bombs.

How this project will help in tackling
the issue
This project was launched with the goal of constructive
engagement of the youth of Baramulla through education of
art, music, and culture – to give them a voice and expression,
de-stress them and encourage them towards positive and
healthy life.
To engage the local youth in music, art and culture is an
attempt to provide them with meaningful activities and keep
them away from subversive and anti-social activities. It has
been observed that whenever Kashmiri youth get a chance,
they possess talent to excel in the arts. Talented youth is
being sent out through the project, online and offline, for
competitions, professional performances at festivals, social
occasions, functions, and some of them would soon also be
encouraged to become trainers, based on their talent,
commitment, and aptitude. Thus, incremental livelihood
enhancement opportunities are being explored.
ANNUAL REPORT 2019-20
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Objectives of the
project
Provide a platform
for local youth to
showcase
their
hidden talent in
music

Promotion of
Kashmiri Sufi Music
which is based on
peace and
brotherhood

To promote cultural
values among
younger generation
of Kashmiris

Exploring
opportunities
for incremental
livelihood
enhancement of
youth.

30

Kash
miri
Youth
Enrol
led
Basic training of 6
months to local youth
on different musical
instruments to increase
opportunities of aspiring
singers

Provide a source of
entertainment
for
local youth to avoid
their involvement in
subversive activities

To provide martial arts,
english skills training to
youth to constructively
channelize their energies
and
for
personality
development
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Heart to Heart
Conversations

I enjoy working with REACHA. We
have always recieved their support
at every step and I believe with their
support and encouragement art can
flourish in Kashmir.

Mr. Tariq, music trainer joined Chinar 9 Jawan
Club, Baramulla in January 2020. Currently a
batch of 30 students is under him and all of
the students are dedicated towards music.
Girls in the batch mostly prefer singing
whereas boys are more inclined towards
instruments. Guitar, dholak, drums, tabla,
synthesizer etc. are being taught. Apart from
the modern instruments some classical ones
are also being taught. Many of our students
have got opportunities to be part of bands
and have won awards. Even during Covid-19
we have continued with online classes to
support our students. Many informative
songs were composed about Corona with the
lyrics being written by students themselves,
to spread awareness and make people
understand the importance of social
distancing. Some of these songs have been
uploaded online and one of them has even
gained thousands of views. Two concerts
were also conducted through Facebook live
at our Chinar club's Facebook Page.

Mr. Tariq
Music Trainer
Chinar 9 Jawan Club
Baramulla, Jammu and Kashmir
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PROJECT "LEARN"
ATRAULIA
Creativity is the key to success in
the
future,
and
primary
education is where teachers can
nurture this attribute in children
at that level. This is so well said
by Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam, Former
President of India. To instill
creativity amongst young minds
we came up with this program to
improve learning outcomes in
primary
education
through
project-based learning
with a focus on multiple
reinforcements in Atraulia
Children giv
block of Azamgarh district of
en
primary
Uttar Pradesh.

3000

The
support
of
Rural
Electrification
Corporation
Limited (REC), CSR has helped
us in reaching new milestones.
The methodology of LEARN was
developed through trial and
error and applied research
while teaching school children
and engaging deeply with
teachers,
principals,
and
parents
from
across
the
country. Teacher training is
critical so we work extensively
to
co-create
transactional
content in partnership with
local communities since these
are aware of local socioeconomic problems. Thus, they
can effectively connect core
scholastic learning concepts to
these issues while designing
each project.
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education

Learning in Education through Applied
Reinforcement as per Need (LEARN)

Children from age group 6-14 years were enrolled
based on pre-testing of core concepts in math,
science, and languages as per school evaluation and
recommendation of government school teachers. 75
suitable schools were identified, with approval by
local government authorities, to set up LEARN
Centers – with each catering to about 40 children,
thereby reaching out to 3000 primary school
children. Regular PTMs were conducted to inform
parents about their ward’s progress and to get
feedback regarding the change in behavior of the
student outside school.
The challenge to work with a generally inert, nonresponsive education system and a parent
community that is unaware and ignorant of the
importance of their child’s education, as also the
need for their involvement in making the system
deliver, is quite evident in the area under the
project.
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Education is the most powerful weapon
which you can use to change the world.
-Nelson Mandela

06-14
Age
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Heart to Heart
Conversations
Ms. Beauty Singh, joined as a trainer for the
LEARN Atraulia Project in 2018. Since then she
has been constantly involved in improving the
learning outcomes of the young students. Her
journey has not been an easy one as during
the starting of the program the attendance
used to be very low. She started identifying
such students and went to their homes to
convince their parents and make them
understand the importance of education in
today's world. After the implementation of this
project, the mindset of the parents has
changed a lot, and more and more students
are
getting
interested
and
enrolling
themselves in schools adopting the LEARN
approach. This project has also helped in
women empowerment as many of the
teachers who underwent training under
REACHA to improve their teaching skills have
become confident community leaders. Their
community engagement has increased
manifolds and they have an identity of their
own now. They are well recognised and
respected in schools as well and considered
an integral part of the society. After the
completion of this project, a lot of women
have started teaching in private schools,
initiated tuitions or take up Government jobs.
Ms. Beauty Singh
Trainer for LEARN Atraulia Project
Azamgarh, Uttar Pradesh
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sUCCESS sTORIES
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KOGICS FOUNDATION
PROJECT
A child's mind has no boundary for learning
new things when exploring creatively. With the
same
enthusiasm
our
partner
Kogics
Foundation conducted Kojo workshops all
across India where many kids participated.
They were taught about the use of the Kojo
software and its various different uses. It also
has a Hindi support function to make its reach
more wide among the masses. It's a fun way to
learn new knowledge which has interested
many children all across the globe by its unique
features.
Kojo is an open source App that runs on Linux,
Windows, and Mac. It is a Learning
Environment - where youngsters from ages 880 can play, create and learn:
They play with SCALA programs.
They create drawings, animations, games,
and Arduino based intelligent cricuits (with
appropriate additional hardware and they
learn:
1. Local, Critical, and Creative thinking
2. Computer programing and computing
3. Problem solving
4. Math and Physics
5. Game development
6. Electronics and Robotics
7. Artificial intelligence and data science
8. Emotional grit
9. Collaboration (via pair programming and
a lot more
Very importantly, they also learn how to
learn with understanding - given the
opportunity to apply learned ideas to many
different situations and the exploration,
discovery and creation involved in this
process.
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KOJO Workshop in Dehradun

As shown below children participated in
making different design patterns through
Kojo software and enjoyed it thoroughly.
Various workshops were conducted
related to different features of Kojo. All of
this fosters in them a mindset of
experimentation, innovation, self reliance, growth, mental discipline and
teamwork with Kojo as the enabler.
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Thank you note to
dear donors
We have received genuine support from our donors throughout our
journey. This has played an invaluable role in the success of our
programmes and initiatives. We would like to sincerely acknowledge the
trust reposed in us and thank each of our donors for their continued belief
in us. REACHA shall continue to work as per community needs and will
strive to work towards achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Oil and Natural
Gas Corporation
(ONGC)

Titan**

Rural
Electrification
Corporation (REC)
Foundation

Genpact and
Nasscom
Foundation

International
Business
Machines
(IBM)**

** - For FY 2020-21
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Finances

Donation was received as follows:
J.C Pant - 3,00,001/Permanent Members added:
Mudit Pant - 5,000/Rachna Kumar - 5,000/CSR Grant was received as follows:
ONGC - Rs. 77,82,052/REC Foundation - Rs. 19,66,255/Genpact/Nasscom Foundation (FCRA) - Rs. 7,41,825/Annual Audited Accounts are being attached separately
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The best way to find yourself is to lose
yourself in the service of others.
-Mahatma Gandhi

REACHA
177 – 178, 2nd Floor, Triveni Apartment,
Jhilmil Colony Delhi – 110095
www.reacha.org

Phone: 011-22149730

